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I. IlTRODUCTIOl 
fli© penetration of electrons through matter has long 
been the subject of both theoretioal and experimental 
Investigations. Becauso of sijaplicity, the investigation 
fr'equently deals with a collimted beam of monoenergetic 
electrons inoidant normally upon a planar target. Two of 
the most useftil measurements oonneoted, with such an exi>eri-
ifiont oonc©rn the rang® or depth of penetration of electrons 
in the target, and the intensity of the transmitted beam as 
a function of incident energy. On© object of this research 
is to determine experimentally range-energy data for thin 
films. The other object is to measure the transmission of 
electrons by a thin film and to apply the data to beta-ray 
spectra obtained using the film as the window in a G-M 
counter. 
II. PKMIOIJS ¥OHK 
&# Sanges of Sleotrons 
fh© fundamental theory of the loss of energy by charged 
particles passing through matter was pioneered by Thomson 
(1)« He concluded tlmt the range, or depth, of penetration 
of an electron in matter was proportional to the fourth 
power of its velocity. Wliiddington (2) later conducted 
experiments which approximately verified the fourth-power 
law for the range of electrons in matter. 
PolloMing this, Bohr i3th) improved ixpon Thomson's 
theory notably toy treating the atomic electrons in the matter 
as oscillators, and by allowing for the effect of relativ-
istie velocities for the incident particle. Schonland (5) 
measured the ranges of electrons in aluminum foils as thin 
as 0.250 axg/cm^ and obtained good agreement with the values 
predicted by Bohr's theory. 
More recently, Bethe (6,7»8»9) and M/i^ ller (10) have 
made quantura-meohanioal calculations for the energy loss by 
charged particles i-fith relativistio velocities passing; 
tl'iroiigh matter. Bloch (11) has shown that Bethe's expres­
sion goes over to Bo'hr's classical result for low velocities. 
For electrons with noiirelativistlc velocities, Beth© (6) 
gi'^es the follo^•^ing express ion for the average energy loss 
per unit path lengths 
2 t# charge of the electron 
m m raass of th© electron. 
V « velocity of incident electron 
e » 2«716..... 
T m average excitation energj of the atoms of the 
isiatter# 
For relativlstic velocities, Beth© (6) gives 
Cergs/em) (1) 
where t 1 « maabdr of ©ledtrons per om"^  of mtter 
(2) 
where T a relativistio kinetic energy of the incident 
eleoferon and /!9 Z v/c# 
Ranges of electrons may then b® obtained from; 
(3) 
where EQ IS t'm incident energy of the electron, and ^  Is 
the energy at which th© logarithm in Eq-uation 1 becomes 
negative. Contributions to th© integral for E < 6 can b© 
shown to b© negligible for th© cases under consideration* 
fhe laost recent empirical range-energy relation is 
that of Katz and Penfold (12), i.0>, 
a s ^ (ij.) 
where H is in mg/cm and Et is in Wi&Yt Ths fit was ifiad© for 
energies between 10 Kev and 2«5 Mev, However, for energies 
below 1|.0 Kev, Katz (13) has agreed with the present author 
that the above relation does not fit th© experimental data 
as well as was indicated in the publication (12), 
Because of the lack of data in the low-energy region. 
It has been difficult to compare theory with experiment or 
to make empirical fits in this region. It is the purpose 
of the range-energy portion of this investigation to 
contrlbut© ©xperlmsntal data In tlie low-energj region with 
which theoretioal rosults and erapii»ioal fits may be cojnpared. 
B« Transmission of llectrons 
flie theoretical derivation of the expression for the 
transmission of ©leotrons vs, inoident energy is complicated 
hj the effeot of scattering to which electrons are so sus-
oeptibl€j beeaus© of the fact timt they ar© cliargod and have 
a siviall laass# Because of this scattering, simply integrating 
the energy-loss equation, does not represent the triie situ* 
atior:u Scatterir-g varies from single to rnultiple, and the 
angle of scattering varies froia sraall to wide angles. Thus 
th© interplay of scattering ant! ©norgj loss provides a 
serious obstacle to the oalowlation of the shape of the 
tranaaiss ion owve. Frequently for higher ener;-:i©s, the 
transmission Is given an exponential dependence on thickness 
with the coefficient in the exponent having energy depend­
ence* riowever, this is known to be only a rough av:'proxima-
tion# 
Chang, Cook and PriinaJcorf have recently shown ttuit 
hj assuming the total transaiisaion to be the product of an 
elastic scattering factor and an inelastic or energy-loss 
factor, a theoretical calculation can be made which gives 
6 
quit# good agreement with experiment for aliimlnmri foils 
of til© order' of 7--10 infj/om » 
fraBsmission experiments 'kmve yielded smewiiat dlffer3.ng 
results depending largely upon the method and georaetry us©d 
by ©aeh liwestigator^  Perenc® and i'.taphenson (1$)» using 
a diso Mlaioh rotated the film In and out of a laono-energetic 
beaa of ©leotrons, measured th© transmission of oollodion 
filBxs of 10"-^ ' to 7 ^  lO"^  cm thickness. The detector was 
a Paraday collector, and tho solid angle of collection of 
tlies emergent beam was rather snmll, as evidenced by the 
levelling-off of their transmission curves at oonsiderablj 
less ttmn 100 per cent* Heller, Sturcken and Wobor (16), 
using a scintillation detector in a siBiilar experiment 
obtained transmiss ion curves of th:ln filas of My Ion and 
Foravar from 0*010-0*22 lag/cia # Their data were restricted 
to the energy range of 16-32 Ke\r, consisted of 5 points por 
curve, and levelled off in raost cases at considerably less 
than 100 per cent dim to small solid angle of collection* 
Owen and Cook (17) in an escperiment soinewliat similar to the 
tTfo above obtained an hysteresis effect in the transmission 
eurv© of a f^ iin 'Zapon fllra* The '/lysteresis was attributed 
to the aooiiraulatioii of charge in the filia, Tho hysteresis 
was removed by plaolng the filsi on a oondticting grid, but 
the resultant transmission curve ms quit© ragged* Agnow (18) 
and Butt (19) tised aeeelemtlon of the electrons at the 
oounter of a beta-my spectjp-oaeter to overcoim sone of the 
window absorption. In this way they were able to measure 
the upper portldm of t'te transBiission ourve of the filra used 
as the window of the G-M ooiinter. Aeoeleration of the beta-
rajs at the sotirce of a beta-ray spectrometer has been used 
by Schneider, ©t al>, (20), and Clmng and Cook (2l) to 
obtain window trammission ourtrea, Martin and Townsond 
(22), Haggstroa (23), and Feather, et al, (2I4.) have placed 
successiv© thicknesses of absorber in front of the counter 
window at a given energj and extrapolated to asero thickness 
to get the transmission of the window at that energy• 
Assiming th® beta-spoctruin of to give a linear Fermi 
plot, Wagner, Freectoan and smgelkeraair (2^ ) dedu-;©d from 
this the window transiaisslon of their counter* Sa,xon (26) 
has also deduced transralssion cur-ves on a sorae#iat sliailar 
bas is« 
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III, TES lifSSTIGATIOI 
A« Method 
A mathod. similar to ttet of Perence and Stephenson (1^) 
was chosen for m«asio:»ing the transmission of the filjBis. 
This raethod makes us© of t!i© Faraday eo3.1ector for measuring 
the emergent beairi of eleoti'ons, thus ©liminatlng any ab­
sorption effect in th© detector itself. Purthar, by rotating 
the film first into the beam and then out of the beam, th© 
transiaission becomes a ratio which has the advantage of 
eliffiiimting many of the errors by oancollation. 
B# Ipparatus 
1* Y&Gmm aystem 
The 'vaoum system consisted chiefly of a cylindrical 
brass chamber about If. inches high and 13 inches in diar^ eter 
fastened to one end of a 15 inch section of ii. inch diaraeter 
Fjrex glass pip© #^hioh served as th© aoc©lerating tub© for 
the ©leotrons. On tlie other end of th© glass pipe was 
fastened, a brass ©nd-plate which held th© electron gun 
assembly, and i^ iich was raaintained at a high negative 
• 9 -
voltage* Inside the bi»ass chasiber was an almlwuHi disc 
XI 1/2 inchos in diameter by 1/8 inch thick >}hic'i was 
rotated f2?-Qm the Outsid© thpcmgh an 0-Ring seal. The disc 
contained 16 film speoliaiens spaced in a circle. The elec­
trons ppodiiced in the gun were accelerated down th© t-ube 
and through a hole in the brass chamber, where they impinged 
on th© filBi being measured, fhe electrons passing tlirough 
the filia were then detected hj a Paraday collector, C, as 
shown in Figure 1, The pumping system consisted of a ll|,05-B 
Duo-S@al fore pimp followed by a MC«27^  diffusion pmnp con­
nected to th© accelerating twbs by a If. inch diameter brass 
tube. The operating pressure was 10-20 x lo"^ Ma Hg, as 
read on a lational Research $07 ionization gauge. 
2. Electron gtin 
Pl|p.ire 2 shows a scale draMin?:; of the gun assembly 
together with the associated muiission regulating circuit 
which is based on that of Minn and Hier (27)• In actual 
operation the voltage supplied by th© filament transformer 
was adjusted so tlaat the wet cell, B, Mas delivering about 
0.2 amperes at about 2»1 volts. I'h© voltage between th© 
filament and th© plat© could b© varied froBi 5 to 90 volts, 
but stable operation occurred in the vicinity of 20 volts 
D 
0-50 KV 
ENERGY 
' 
/^N 70° / s 
Jq> 
D-C AMPLIFIER 
1 ONE INCH 
Vf 
RV 
Pigam i* Bimm mmt &§ e#3,Ximtiiig 
liisai P$ fiMi S# riag aM p»4d| m& Cf mtlmtmm 
BRASS END PLATE 0 -R ING 
FILAMENT 
TRANSFORMER 
90V 
PYREX PIPE 
ACCELERATING 
VOLTAGE 
. 1 ONE INCH 
2, gaa md msdsQion ^ ©golator# Sbewii ai»®i ®ej.®ii4w 
fNaefeifi©!*! M9t a©ll| F. fG#%0#isi®sh 
Ef Km&r gljRss<-3a©ta% s@a3^| P# aioit©! Qjllu^rt S# BuisaisiM^a alt^toa 
shleMi M» 2.0 ©©gotesf 8^ , $0,000 ©iwsi* 
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and corresponded to an Rp of about 5 megohms • ii,V©,n though 
the filament transformer was fed froa a "Stablline" -voltag© 
regtilator, the beam stabllltj without tb© wet ooll was very 
poor with rapid variations of 10~20 per oont re^rdless of 
the iraliie of Hp# With the wet cell in operation, rapid 
beara intensity variations w©r© -usually not greater than 1/2 
per cent with occasional ones of 1 per cent or so. For 
operation, Rp was adjusted until th© beam was of satisfactory 
stability and convenient intensity. The use of a twin 
filament dotiblod th© effective fllaraent life. Total filament 
current was about 2 amperes* Filament ©mission was between 
10 and 100 aiicroaiaperes * Actual current sent down th© 
accelerating tube was of th© order of 10"^ and 10""^ amperes* 
3# Accelerating voltage aupplj 
Becaus# of simplicity, reliability, eoonoRiy and avail-*-
ability of parts, a "brute-foro©" type of balf-wave 60 
cycle voltag© supply ims constructed. Figure 3 shows the 
circuit of th© voltage supply together with th# circuit of 
the voltmeter* 
The transformer is a surplus Army field-type X-imy 
transforraer (Picker) with coils of I/I4. inch copper tubing 
soldered on the outside for cooling* The filtering ia don© 
VOLTS 
220 
VOLTS 
STABILINE o< 
Rl 
VyAAAAA^  
0-50 KILOVOLTS 
O — 
METER 
PROTECTOR 
•f 
u 
i 
Flg&sm 3» Cireiiit® ©f aeetlemtijig wltag© suiJply &m vol^$e3?» Shona 
aF®t Wmsfoime3?§ I. keaotfoai 1, 30 mgohm @aela| G, 3^  mfd emh$ 
31 1/k mgoiwm ClOO Kv)} %|j piaatle<-irate€»M)e4 asiltipl|lxig i*©slsitor| Mg Western 
622 and Ig, 100,000 ohm <0,1 p&p eeatl# 
•» ljl. • 
hf th© foiw 1 mid Pyimnol G1 capaoitOM in series. The 
four 30 megohm W! type IHC resistors across the capacitors 
s®rire to divide th® voltage menlj between tlx® capacitors 
mnd also serve as a bldtder load for the supply.. The 1.25 
TOgoliffa res is tor, has a 100 Kv rating and thus serves 
as a limiting resistor protecting both peraonnel and equip-
merit.. Calculated ripple from the 60 cycl© sotirc© is less 
than 0»1 per cent under operating conditions, 
I4.,. ¥oltraeter 
fh© circa it for the voltaetor is shown in Figure 3. 
POr accurate voltage laeasureraents a stable, a corona-free 
multiplying resistor must b© used 'having a resistance ^ Aiich 
causes a ainimura of power dissipation in the mltiplier. 
Toward this end a string of thirtjr 30 raegohm, $ watt 
lohl^ Ioy resistors were embedded in a 6 inch x 1 1/2 inch 
x 2l|. inch block of Gas toll t© plastic. The casting xms 
don© in vaouuiti to eliminate trapped air along the surface 
of the resistors. Casting was performed in a two-layer 
isrooess, allowing the first layer tiiae to polymerise enough 
to support the resistors as the second layer was poured over 
the resistors.. Onlj enough cataljzinc agent was added so 
that, without curing, the entire block was quite hard after 
- 15 -
about a week oi» so. Actually the blook was allowed to 
polyraerlzs at poem temperatur© fop two months before any 
aieasmr-eiaents were urn da with lt« The resistance was measured 
from tim® to tim© on a Spinlab High Hegoba Bridge to an 
accuracy of 1 per cent. All the voltage measurements were 
Blade after the resistor had aged two years, at t^j^aich time 
it was constantly dropping in. resistano© at the rate of 1 
per eent per .month over a period of If. montlis# Whether or 
not this was due to aging of th© plastic is not knora. 
The current tlirough the imltiplier was measured by a 
Weston 622 Bjieroaiaraeter Mving an acouraoy of better tloan 
1/2 per cent of full seal® at any point on the seals« The 
internal resistance of the iri@t©r ranged from about 5000 
ohms to 18,000 ohM®, and was shunted by a 100,000 otmi wire 
wound resistor with a 0«1 per cent accuracy* To protect 
the delicate 622 xaieroaniBieter, an electro-rtiechanical device 
was designed to short out tli© meter upon a given amount of 
overload* Test voltages as high as 300 volts were applJed 
directly to the nistr':r» terminals with the result that the 
needle fell gently to aero. Indicating excellent performance 
of the protecting circuit# 
16 
amplifier 
file current measuring device was a d-c aaplifler based 
on Ank©r*s (28) circuit, but using a modified power supply 
to give Inoreased stability. Under the conditions used in 
the iwestigation thQ amplifier was operat-^'d at a current 
L 2 
gain of about 10 , althoufth another factor of 10 was pos-
-10 
sible. The beam current was tisually about 10 amperes. 
The Paradaj collector was supported on quarts Insulators, 
and til© sleotrical lead to the input of the amplifier vjas 
brought through the wall of the vacuum ctmmber via a quartz 
graded seal* Leads to the input tube were spot welded to 
its pins, eliiiiinating any leakage resistance tdiioh might 
result if a tube socket v&r& used. After about a two-hour 
wana-up, the drift and fluctuations in the zero point were 
less than l/2 per cent for a period of hours at a time. 
Use of complete feedback insured good linearity of response 
over wide ranges of currents, 
C# Pilffis and Their Preparation 
In order to get a wide range of filas it t^ a^s convenient 
to use Poravar as the plastic for the thicker ones and 
collodion as the plastic for the thinner filios, fh© Ponavar 
. 3.7 
films war© mde by dipping glass plates into solutions of 
Pomvar in ethylene chloride# After drying, the films x^jere 
floated off the plates tinder water, Using Porravar concen­
trations of 1/2 per cent and 2 per cent by weight, films 
of 0,07-0,7 mg/cm^ were easily obtained hj successive 
dippings, The ar@a densities were detemined bj* weighing 
the films on a semi-raicrobalance. The collodion filius were 
«ade by the usual drop-on-water technique. The collodion 
was of the flexible type, fhis was diluted with n-aayl 
acetate to Tarious concentrations. One or two drops of 
these solutions on distilled water usually spread to a 
diameter of 10-15 cm. On drying, double-layers were picked 
up from the surface by bringing a wire loop up through the 
water to the film from beneath, keeping the plane of the 
loop normal to the surface, 'Using collodion concentrations 
of 10-90 per cent, dotible-layer films were easily mad© having 
area densitiss of 6-100 ug/cm^, Uniformity of thickness of 
a given film was oh©c3ced by the variation in color of re­
flected light for the filias of about 12-100 ug/cia^. The 
thinnest ones and th© ones thicker t.han about 100 ug/cra^  
showed no visible color of reflection. During the trans-
Bilsslon experiment th© 1^  inch diameter beam was swept 
across th© films to test the uniformity under operating 
conditions. Most of th© film.0 varied less than 3 per cent 
- 18 
in transaission at about 50-80 per cont transmission, with 
two as high as 8 par cent variation* 
All the films btjt two were given a conducting coating 
of alumimim to prevent charging of the film frora absorbed 
©leotrons* As will be seen later, tliis conducting coating 
served other useful purposes as well, Th© films of plastic 
were placed on 1 %/\^  inch aliminum rings \islng Krylon as 
th© adhesive, A selection of various thickness filiiis xms 
then placed in th© large bell-Jar of an HOA evaporator unit 
and was given a conducting coating of aluBiinu;®.* The 
tungsten filsment carrying th© aluBiinm was spaced about 
one foot from the f , Films of 12 /ig/cm^  and heavier 
took th© coating nioelj, but th© 6 jig/cm^ ones broke re-
pea tedlir* Pi|:i:ur© l|. shows the ©stiumted aicount of aluminum 
added as a function of th© per cent transmission of white 
light,. fh« raeasuromsnt of light transmission was mad® at 
the s^imo position on th© film that the beam occupied in th© 
electron transmission measiirenient# Th© light beam was also 
swept across th© filaa and the variation in light trans-
laission is shown In Pigur© l|.* The transmission in general 
changed gradually across th© film, probably caused by th© 
extended nature of the filament and th© fact that the films 
were not exactly noraal to the line froRi them to the 
10 
PER CENT 
20 
TRANSMISSION OF 
30 
WHITE LIGHT 
Figur© If.* Istimted ascfunt of ©^s^apoi^feed oato filias* Vertioal 
lines show probable &TTor to of amount of almiuam added. Short 
h^ieoatai liii«s ©n ea«3s of vortieal lim«» indieat© vajpiation 1» light 
mlssida aOFOSS film. Th® ourva ahown Is appfoximately an exponential eiirve 
based upon a sepai^t© logFaithiaic plot of th® transstission versus area density 
of alisnitiim* 
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filament. As measur'ed. with an otmmtet, th® resistance 
between points 1/2 inch apai^ t on the films was between 
0^00 and 1^ 0,000 ohnia. 
All being oonsidered, the films and th© aliaislnum 
eoatings were quite uniform with the possible exoeption of 
pin-holes or other variations too small to be seen by th© 
naked ©je, fh© atomic nuraber, Z, for almiinma is 13; where­
as th© average Z for collodion is about 5»2, and for Forravar, 
about ii.,2. fh© effect of Z upon the scattering and stopping 
of ©leotrona Mill be discussed later. 
D* Critique of Beam Measuroinent 
1# Seeonisiry eleotrons froa the filins 
When an electron penetrates through a G-M counter 
i^ indow, there is alimys the possibility of its producing 
one or aor© secondary electrons in th© film which have 
sufficient energy to reach the outside of th© film along 
with the priinary electron. In the case of the G-M counter, 
on® or iGor© electrons penetrating the window within the 
dead"tSia€} of the counter still produce only on© count. How­
ever, the Faraday collector' counts both primaries and second­
aries, Thus, in order to apply to counter windows th© 
«" 21 -» 
tlie transmission ourVQa measured Mltii a Faraday collector, 
it is necessary to account for tli® relati'S'e effects of 
secondaries• 
In an attempt to do this, an experiKient was designed, 
as shoMii in Pigmr© A negative voltage, M, is applied 
to tiie retarding electrode so that onlj trXJse electrons 
Mving energy greater than RV can pass trirough. the hole in 
the retarding electrode, and on into the Faraday collector, 
C. Tae collector is held at a potential of -f- 90 volts with 
respect to ground so as to prevent the escape of secondary 
electrons produced inside C« Results of th© variation of 
collector cnrront with R? are shoim in Pl.9pre 6 for If. dif-
ferent energies of electrons incident on a 0»,3 mg/Qm 
aluminim-ooated B'ormvar fila* Sine© th& transmission is 
liigker for the liiglier energies, the ciarves were nori:ialized 
at kn iW of 1000 volts^ Tliese curves ar© inte^al curves; 
i.*0*j the ordinates represent th© sums of all electrons 
wltii energies greater than th© oorreaponding RV. Thus, a 
flat portion of the integral curve corresponds to a portion 
of th© differential ciirve in which ther© are no electrons, 
and sloping regions of the integral curve correspond to 
regions of th© differential curve which contain electrons* 
Both theory (3i31»32) and oxporiiaent (29,30*32} have shown 
that the energy distribution of electrons after pas si rig 
ONE INCH 
R 
D-C  
90 V AMP 
RV 
Piguj?® 5* Expe-^iment to meaSui*© thB seooMary electrons f^caa 0*3 mg/e® 
films. Shown ares A, colllaafcing electrodesj B, dlso| F, filai retarding 
eleetrod©} oolleetor} and S, shield# 
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i^eara, fc^ ©aergles &t 12, 20,.. and. t|,2 EeVr 
V 
2 3 
R V ,  K I L O V O L T S  
- 2l|.  
tlirough tkln filias is rnad© tip of a peak at an ©nergy sorae-
wliat less than tb© incident energy, follo%i0d by a monotonic 
decreasing tail foj* decreasing ensrgy in the eiaerijont 
speotrvji, This distribution partaim to the primaries 
Whioli lost energy and does not deal with the v©ry low-^ 
energy secondary electrons having energies of a few hundred 
volts at most, fhese secondaries have been studied exten­
sively C33»31|.»35#36) in the case of back-scattering from 
semi-infinite targets, but little if any work rms been 
published on secondaries produced on the forward side of 
thin targets* However, it is expected that they will behave 
somewhat similarly to those in the back-scattering case# 
In Figure 6, curves A and B drop off at th© higher 
values of R? oorrespondlng to the tails of the differential 
curves* As is expected, for ciirvas C and D, the energies 
of tlio Insidont electrons ar© so hicjh that the tails vanish 
at higher values of W than were available in this ©xperimant* 
For all four carves there is a flat region of considerable 
length in i&iola there are no 0lecti:'ons in the differential 
curve* For low R? the inte^jral curves of Figure 6 show 
inoraases above the flat portion by as much as If. per cent^  
This increase may reasonably be interpreted as due to 
secondary electrons froui the films sine© it is of tlie 
approxJ-aat© energy and araoimt expected. Curve ii of Pin-ure 
- 25 -
6 shows the "variation of collector current with RV- for the 
case of no film in the beaia# Prom this it is seen that the 
variation of R? has no appreciable effect on collector 
current readings for direct-beam energies as low 12 Kev, 
Hence, the increases of collector cixprent shown for the 
other Q-arv&B imist b© du© entirely to the presence of the 
film in the toeaa# More ST>©Gifioally, the increases must 
b© caused bj secondaries from the filia, 
.ifow, the ©xisteno® of a flat portion in the integral 
curve idemomtrates a distinct separation between the low-
energy secondaries and the main group of primary electrons 
which have penetrated the film. If a potential bari^ier of 
1000 volts were placed after the film, then the secondaries 
•would b© turned back to the film, allowing the collector 
to count the same events as are counted in the G-M counter. 
Wiile this ©.xperiiaent was carried out onljr for electrons 
emanating from th® film in the forward direction. It is 
expected that at wide angles the effect of W would be 
essentially the same. This is based upon the reasoning 
that a secondary electron traveling obliquely would have 
added material to penetrate before reaching the surface, 
and hence would probably have less energy than if it traveled 
normal to the surface. 
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2» Seoondary electrons from the oolleotor 
On the basis of tlie above experiment, the beaia-col-
leeting armngeaient was designed, as sliorni in Figure 1. An 
arrangement Ilk© this is suitable for botb. range-energy 
measurements and transmission eurv© aeasureiaents# G was 
designed as a heralsplierleal grid with uniform open-area. 
The scattered beam whioh ©merges more or less radially 
from th® l/k- inch, diameter beaia-spot on tbe film then "sees" 
uniforra open-area in all directions* The open-area of G 
was measured with a Bensiohron using a sampling aperture of 
l/ll. inch diaBi©t©r, the same as that of the electron beara^ 
In the region of the center, the transmission varied frcm 
$0 per cent to l|.8 per cent, maxlraurn to miniram, with 15.9 per 
cent as an average* On surveying the outer parts of the 
grid near its perifery, the saiiie variations were observed* 
Thus, for any given alignment of the collimating apertures 
and th© grid, the open-aroa as seen by the direct beam 
coming straight through (no filia in th© beam) is within 2 
per oent of the average. The transmitted beaai, however, 
is scattered at appreciable angles and passes throiifjh a 
larger area of grid, thus seeing an open-area oloser to 
the average. Prom this, and neglecting secondaries from 
G and C, th© ratio of coHeotor current with the film in 
- 2? 
the bsam to that with the filra o-at of the beam should be 
witMn 2 per cent of the acbtial transmission, T, of the 
film* It is this ratio that is measured and taken to b© 
the transmission of th© fllia# 
Prom the work of Bniining and fnmp and 7an de 
Graff (36) it was found that carbon has one of the lowest 
secondary coefficients.* Purtherrnoro, Bruining {3I4.) shows 
that >i1a©n the carbon is deposited in a rough porous layer, 
such as soot from a flame, the secondaries are reduced even 
further. Heno©, the surfaces of 6 and C, frosi which 
secondaries might arise to prodiice errors, were coated 
uniformly with carbon in a sooty flame of illmainating gas. 
In obtaining the transmission ciirv© of a film to be used 
as a counter window, R¥ was set at -f- 1100 volts to prevent 
the ©scape of low-energy secondaries from the film into C. 
However, with ^ 0 per cent open-area in th© grid, half the 
transffiitted beam struck the carbon-coated grid. V/hile the 
secondary' coefficient, ^  , for carbon is low, an appreciable 
number of secondaries ar© still produced at il» Purthormore, 
th© transmitted bema which passes through the open area of 
G- and impinges on G also produces an appreciable number of 
secondaries at C. Secondaries each of these will cause 
errors in the laeasureiftent of T if they ar® not accounted 
26 
fop. Forttmately, WV also acts to prevent the secondaries 
produced at Q from reaching C. 
Sxperiaents C3i|.*36) have sl'iown that for the energies 
used here over 90 per cent of the secondaries from carbon 
iiave energies less than about 20 eir and would be prevented 
from reaching C from Q because of the relatively strong 
field produced near G by the proxiaity of the 1100 volts 
on the film. Th.® faat secondaries from carbon .have a 
wliioh varies very s Ibowly with energy and lias a value of 
less than 0*02 for the range of anergieis conaidered in this 
investigation, low, the direct beam with no film present 
is essentially nonenergetic, whereas th© transmitted b©aai 
is mad® up of a distribution of energies caused by energy-
loss processes in the film,. Thus appreciable energy de­
pendence for fast secondaries would give rise to appreciable 
differences in th® amounts of fast secondaries produced in 
the two cas-es. 1?h© fact that the fast secondaries are few 
and depend very littl© on energy inaans that they practically 
cancel out in the ratio, f, by being added to th© nuinorator 
in proportion to th© numerator, and added to the denominator 
in proportion to the denominator,' Sirallarly, by setting V 
O 
at -90 volts, th© slow secondaries from C will be turned 
back to G, Fast secondaries produced there would be can­
celled out in the ratio as above, flius, tmder the above 
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Qonditions the ratio of collector ourrenta with and without 
the film in the beaBi shotild b© within 2 per cent of the 
transmission of the film a® seen bj a G-M counter* This 
disoiission is chiefly pertinent to the thicker films which 
are intended for us© as counter windows. In particular, 
J? it was the 0»3 mig/oia aluainura-coated Formvar film which 
was examined for secondaries and was later used as a counter 
window. 
In obtainiBg transmission curves for use in determining 
range-energy points, filias were us©d with area densities as 
low as 0,0214. mg/ea^» with cutoff energies of only a few Kev* 
For thos© thin filias the application of an R¥ of +1100 
volts i-fould probablj remove from collection a considerable 
portion of the tail of the energy distribv.tion of th© trans­
mitted beam in addition, to removing any secondaries emitted 
from the film* In view of this, transmission curves of 
the films were also obtained using an W of zero in order 
to get a comparison -with the case of an H? of +1100 volts* 
With R¥ set at sero, ? was loft at -90 volts in order to 
S 
return to 0 slow secondaries produced there,» As before, 
the fast secondaries from C will cancel in the ratio, 'i'h.0 
fast secondaries from Q will behave as before because of 
their high ©nergy and small nuiaber, and therefore will be 
cancelled in the ratio, Vlith H? set at sero, some of the 
•• 30 
slow s©0oii<to.riQs produced at G hav© a reasoimbl© possibility 
of ©soaping into C». Kow, the grid was imd© up of 20»m©sh 
stainless st©®l Bore&n wiiose wires, after being coated 
with carbon, were 18 mils in diameter# Prom past wrk (35) 
it is reasonable to assujie a cos in® distribution in angles 
for the slow secondaries produced at G, Considering the 
orientation of exposed surfaces of tlie wires tof-etber with, 
the proxiaity of other wires, th© secondaries from G- oould 
cause a oontribiition to the current in C of not more than 
,^-8 per o©nt» B'ro® th© past work C3l-l-»36) on secondaries 
frcm carbon, ^ is for priamrl©s of 1 Kev, and 0,15 
for priamries of 30 lev, glTlng a change in S' of 0,1 per 
10 low, even assuming extrora© cases of straggling in 
the emergj distribution of the transmitted beani, so tlmt 
th© tranaittltted beam, has a considerably different effective 
S than the dir#ct beam, th© error so introduced in the 
ratio is not over 1^0 per cant. Thus th® use of an RV of 
sero for the range-energy data, particularly for th© thinner 
filns, should give a- traiissission Meaaureinent within 3 
per cent of the actual trans}7ilssion which includes all 
secondaries of energy greater than ?g* 
A series of tests was imd© during th© trancraission 
measux'saents to see if changing ?g and HV produced the 
expected results. With ¥ set at -90 volts, the collector 
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otii»rants with W equal to ssero and RV equal to +1100 volts 
mre measured at energies from 0.5 K©'^ to i|.0 Itev with no 
film In the b©aia» Increasing Ft? from zero to 1100 \rolts 
decreased tb© collector cur-rent by 1 per cent at lj.0 Kev 
incr&aBing to Ij, pei» cent at 0,$ Kev, indicating that 
a®con<3a.ri©s from G- imre getting into G« l*h6s® Changes are 
approxliaatelj tlios© expected oa tb© laasis of ©atlmites of 
secondaries produced at G, 
Witli R? sot at values between z&ro and 4-1100 volts, 
? was varied fyoa sero to -1$0 volts, Glmnglng V from fe o 
zero to -J-O volts pi'odueed a oMnge in colleetor cxirront 
of 10«l$f2j, Mlfh ao further change a® ?g was inoreased up 
to -1.50 volts* This Indicates tlmt Yg is returning to C 
aeeondari^s prosfaioed triare* The results again were ai:;proxl-
iaately tfeose expected from estimates of ssoondarie® produced 
at C* 
E. H#sults of Measurements on Conducting Films 
Transmission curves were obtained for 13 altminuni-
eoated plastic filuB, 1 alumlntam foil, and 2 plastic filnis* 
Of tlie aluiiiinuia*-eGat©d plastic filKis, 2 were actual G-M 
counter windows# fh@ results of these and of th© 2 plastic 
films ar© discussed later* Tli© 11 aluminura-coated plastic 
* 32 •» 
films and 1 altimimffli foil wr© mounted on 1 1/1|. diameter 
aluminum rings aad wr© studied mor® or less as a group. 
Figure® 7 through 18 show th© transmission ounres obtained 
for these films> and Tabl© I suBiraariEes tiieir properties. 
Since ? i® set at -90 volts f-or all tbes© measurements, 
O 
the differanoe between the two curves sliown for each film 
corresponds to the amount of secondaries from the film and 
degraded primaries, both Imving energies between 90 ev and 
1190 ©ir# <Jo3.iig toward thimier films th© difference increases 
as is expected, sine© lowering the cutoff energy lowers the 
entire energy spectrum of es^rgent electrons. Th-ls, of 
course, allows ®or© of the low-energy tail of the spectrum 
to be permved froia the collector currant bj tbe retarding 
potential* R¥* 
Tim general shapes of th© curves are fundaiaentally the 
same In all oases. As the theory of energy loss predicts, 
the observed transraission curves exhibit a gradual slop© 
with a large tall near cutoff for the thicker films, and a 
steep slope with a small tail near cutoff for the thinner 
filaas. !?he fact timt the curves level off at 98 per cent 
for the 0,1 mg/cm^  filra and 99-99.5 pei* cent for the 0,025 
mg/cm^ filitt is probably caused by th© scattering at angles 
greater than the 70 degrees stabtended by the Faraday col­
lector* Ftirther, scattering at angles over 70 degrees 
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Figure 17* transmission ounr© for aluminum-coated collodion film* 
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Properties of Ooiid,ueting Fllmi 
Film 
10 • 
Ave# area 
•dens Iti*^  
Cai/oa^ ) 
Material^  Optical 
trains* 
(per c©iit) 
S^ CKev)® 
P 
HfsO HVsllOO 
1 1.57 A1 0 27.3 27.3 
2 0.63 f-11 15 15.1|. 
3 0»39 « 6 12,7 13.0 
k 0,10 H 7 6.3 6.3 
$ 0*091 ft 1.5 5.5 5#6 
6 0.082 C-Al 12.8 5*3 5#ii-
7 0^ 068 « 16.5 k»7 i^ .8 
8 0.039 « 36 3.2 3.3 
9 0.032 n 39,5 2.6 2.8 
10 o.oaii ft 38 2.3 2.5 
11 0.023 « 5^ 2.3 2.I4. 
12 o.oaij. w 36 2.2 2.1{. 
%CQtiipaoy of rfieasureioent maged from 1 per cent foy 
the thickest film to 15? pei* mnt tof tli® thinnest film. 
"K indicates alumiiit»aj P-Al, al-umlniaa-coated Porrwarj 
attd G-Al, alimiwaa-eaited collodion# 
®Sp is th® '^ praotieal eaergj" of th© filias and the 
aecuraey of smmsurem^nt ranged frcaa 0*^ pea? o®nt for the 
tMokest film to 3 per cent for the thlokest filia» 
• I4.6 * 
'would be expected, to be greatei* for thieker filias s :!mply 
fvem pr©s0iioe of more soatterlntg oentors. These data w©r© 
all tak^n • for on© aligjiment of collimating aportiires and 
grid* IIOH, if tb.© direct beam were passing tlirough a 
portion of th© ipcid appreciably different in open-area from 
tlie' aremgB, it should affect all ourves alike; i»e,, tlios© 
that level off for any slgnifloant energy interval should 
all do so at tij® sam© per cent of transmission. Thus the 
aligment is probably such that tli© direct beam sees an 
opeii">ar®a rery oloso to the a-^erag© of the \fhole grid. 
fo eheek the uniformity of the films as sampled by 
the l/li inoli diameter electron beam, the disc containing 
til© films wm rotated so that the beani swept across the 
diameter of each film, measuring the variation in trans­
mission as it went* fhe average variation was less than 
2 per oent, mxlnai® to lalainaaa, at energies corresponding 
to $0»7Q per oent transmission* These energies wore chosen 
so that a change In thiolmess would produce th© largest 
deflootion in the collector current* Because of the pos­
sibility of the acouffiiilation of charge in th© plastic 
causing anomalous results, each curve was raeasiirod using 
both increasing energies and d#or©asing energies* In fact, 
the points on a curve were re pea table from hour to hour, 
day to day, and week to week within 0.75 p©3? cent of full 
- If.? -
transmission at mmj point on, tlie curve* Usually the 
repeatability waa less tlmn 0,5 per cent of fi^ ll trans­
mission# fhe lack of anj observable ohapging effects while 
tlie films were 1B th© beam for periods of yo rainutes ox» 
more «aa taken as an Indioation of reasonable conductivity 
for tti© fila* 
F. Mnge•Energy Points 
iange-energy points are usually deter^iined using a 
fix©d energy aad varying tiie thickness, t, of the absorber 
between tli© source and detector. The resultant plot of 
trailsaission against t, in possesses -a long linear 
section Miicb. is extrapolated to zero transmission, giving 
tlie practical mnge, 1^ # fhis is a consistent range used 
for ooiasjaring tlie results of indej-iondent investigators# 
Sehonland {^ 1 has shown that by varying tlie momentum of 
eleotrons incident on a fixied thiokness of film, tho plot 
of tru© absorption against l/{aoiaentum)^ gave a linear 
portion iftiieb. could be extrapolated to complete absorption 
to give wliat mSLj be towrxed tlie ""practical energy", Bp^  of 
that film# The values so measured fell on th.e sane oxirve 
as those oi)tain©d by the usual iuethod of varying t# 
• l|.8 -
la til© p3?©S'9iit Investigation, the transmission, T, is 
plotted against th® incident ©a@rgj, E, in K@v, As is 
Bean f2*cei Figu.j?es 7 through l8, tliese transmissiori curves 
possess a long liaeai* portion which is extrapolated to 
E0i»o tpansaission to gi¥e the practical energy, E , 
P 
In ¥i©w of the fact tMt both Rp and are obtained 
hj the extrapolation of a long limar portion of a ciinre, 
it ia expected that Ip and 5Ip should nearly eorrespond, 
The fact that both of Sehonland^B methods gave the same 
results indieatea that and should correspond as long 
as the B»thods involved are consistent with each other, 
The values of Bp obtained from Pigtsres 7 through 18 
are listed in Tabl© I, fhe values for the case of R¥ equal 
to zero ar® plotted against area density in Figure 19 to 
for® a range-energy plot# Also shown for oomparison ar© 
Sohonland*s i$) results for aluiainma. The agreement of the 
values of Ep from this Investigation with the data of 
Sehonland is seen to b© quite good* However, in order to 
demonstrate that Ep and Hp fas? ttiis investigation do indeed 
eorrespond, oross-plots of the curves of Figures 7 through 
18 were laad® for th© oas© of H? equal to sero* Tliat is, 
for a fixed incident ©nergj th© transmission was read from 
each curve and plotted to form a ourv® of transmission 
m. 
versus t, in mg/m . In Figures 20 and 21 ar© shown 
I I m il M l 
O ALUMINUM (SCHONLAND) 
Ep, COLLODION (LANE) 
X  E p ,  C O L L O D I O N - A L U M I N U M  ( L A N E )  
A Ep, FORMVAR-ALUMINUM (LANE) 
E p ,  A L U M I N U M  ( L A N E )  
• Rp, PLASTIC-ALUMINUM (LANE) 
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Figwe 19* aai3ig0«»0ii«pgy ewv®, Ctirr© A is ISatz aiad Penfold^s ©mpirloal 
Chutes B|f and B wer© dalouXated f^eas Squatioa 3 foi? alumiaua, 
oolloditm and Ponffvapt respectively# 
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Figui»© 20# Cross-plots of transmission stinres for film mmbered 1 
through 12• 
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Pigup© 21* Cross-plots of ti^nsmission curves for flli^s numbered 1 through 12# 
th.©ae cross-plots for the case where R¥ ©quals zero. Table 
II shows the Talues of obtained by extrapolating the 
linear portion of the cross-plots' into tli© t-axls* Shown 
ia Figure 19» these values of Hp fall practically on the 
fable II 
larige^ Energj Points from. Cross»Plots of Trans^ aission Cui^ ves 
?ariabl©s ¥alu©s 
Efeergj, K©t 3-5 1^ .0 5.0 6.0 T.O l5 17 20 
Rp. mg/om^ 0,0I|.6 0.052 0»071 0,089 0,12 0,50 0,68 1,105 
same orirv© as those of Sp, Cross-plots for the oase of RV 
equal to 1100 volts yielded valties of Rp which differed 
from tho-s© for R¥ ©qual to zero by approximtely th® same 
aittount as the Ep*s differed for the sam® two iises. The 
laalii purpose of the croaa-plots is to establish the corre-
spondeaae betvyeen Kp aad Bp, In the case of the thlri. films, 
an H¥ of 1100 droits ©uta off an appreciable ntimbor of 
priiaary electrons. Thus, for range-energj data, th© Rp's 
for the case of R? eiitml to zero were plotted in Figiire 19. 
Because of the limited atnaber of films used, onl;j for a 
few energies do iiany points lie on th© linear portion of 
- ^ 3 -
the cross-plots* itoile th© results of the cross-plots are 
obviously- subject to larger errors than the original trans-
Mission curves, they do show that and Hp ©ssentially 
correspond, 
0, Analysis of Hange-Bnergy Results 
As is seen froia Table I, tli© values of do not differ 
signifioantly for different settings of R? until the film 
tlaiekness is less tlmn about 0#Q3$ rag/cm^. This is con­
sidered as being due to the removal of an appreciable 
portion, of the tail of the priraarj spectriam for the case 
of Rf equal to -fllOO volts. An RV of+1100 volts represents 
from 1/3 to l/Z of Ep for films of less than 0»035 ag/om^. 
Otlior ©xperiiuents (29,30) have shot.m that a significant 
portion of the tail of th© enorgj distribution of the 
prismry electrons extends to as low as 1/3 to 1/2 of the 
incident energy for energies appreeiablj above out off. 
Similar results are obtained in this Investigation. In 
Pl^ iro 6, th@ faot that the value of !f for ourvos A and B 
drops as M is increased from 3 to l|. kilovolta means that 
there is a signifioant portion of the tall of the primaries 
with energies less than i}. Kev» Sine© this occurred for 
Incident primary eaex'gles of about 12-13 Kev, the tail of 
•• l^l. •» 
the primMTj distribution in tliis oas® thus extends down to 
about i/3 of the ineldent energy at an energy soia© 3-*4 Kev 
abOTT© mit off. 
Curve A of Fiijure 19 is a plot of the empirical rang©-
energj relation, of ICatz and P©nfold» All the experimental 
points lie below ctinre A» IIom, tho experimental points 
fom a cur^e •w'tiicla has a slight aiaouat of curvature, but in 
the opposite direction* Tims the empirioal relation of 
Satg and Penfold does not fit these experimental data VQVf 
well. 
In. an attempt to deteruiin© the ranges tlieoretically, 
Betlie's nonrelativistio formula. Equation 1, was substituted 
in Equation 3 to obtain a range-energy relation. Since 
Equation 1 ia the average energy loss, th© resulting range 
is a mean range* fh© rolativistic formila ms ua©d to 
oaloiilat© t!i« range for v/c s 0,3» the mximum volocity 
used in tills in¥©stigation« The relativistic correction 
was found to b© negligible. A plot of tho reciprocal of 
dfi/dx against iS was made and th© integration performed,,,. 
grapMcally with a planimeter* 
Th.a right aid© of Equation 1 claangeB sign at energies 
of 100 ©ir or so in these calciilatlons. Tais raeans that the 
incident electron would be .mining energy instead of losing 
it. In view of this physical consideration, the plot of 
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l/Cdl/dx) was stopped at the energy where it changed sign. 
Any 0PTOT which might be intr aluoed this way was Indeed 
negligible# Also, this eliminated the necessity of account­
ing for til© behavior of -(dS/dx) in the neighborhood of 
/S a 0, 
Most of the films measured vier© plastics coated with 
aluminum, and therefore had an average atomic nusnber, Z, 
somewhere between that of aluminma and that of the plastic• 
fh© actual film, Ims some average excitation potential, T, 
which mist be an average over the atoms of different atomic 
raimber as well as an average over the various excitation 
potentials within a given atom* Since for those films, 
the relative proportions of aluminum and plastic are not 
toown accurately, two limiting cases were taken for calcu­
lation. The first of these asst.imod the films to be pure 
altminum, and the second assyraed the films to be pure 
plastic* 
A widely accepted value (37) of T for aluminum is 1^ 0 
ev, and this was used in th© range calculation for alximinum. 
The number of electrons per for an element of atomic 
mmh&r 2 may b© expressed as 
I ; " S I , 
k 
(5) 
$6 
wher© D is the density in g/oa^ , n is Avogadro's rmiaber 
and A Is the atoraio weight# Substituting this in Equation 
1, and expressing the rat© of energy losa in Kev per 
one obtains 
-S s 0.307 (1) ^  Cln (51.13^ ) + 3.66) (6) 
where for aliamintam, Z s 13 and A s 27, The range-energy 
curve for altuninm is then obtained by substituting th© 
above relation into Equation 3 and integrating betwen th© 
limits of th© inoiddnt energy and zero energy# Curve B of 
Pifpire 19 shows th© resulting range-energy curve for 
aluminuia, 
fhe relative seaountE-s of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and 
nitrogen present in the plastics used are not known accu­
rately# taken as a probable formula for Formvar, 
Collodion is Imown to consist chiefly of cellulose dinitrat©, 
C^ Hg0j(M02)2# together with some eellulos© mononitrate and 
s<Me -oelluloae trinitrate. For these plasties, the effec­
tive valu© of Z/a together wit'';! th© effective val'ue of T 
must be d©tar®inad bofore the integration of JSquation 3 ^ 7 
be carried out. Since %/a represents the number of electrons 
per &mx (atomic mass unit), the effective Z/'A for a molecule 
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is the total laaiaber of electrons In the molecule divided 
bj the total nmaber of aaiu in the molecule. This effec-
tlf© Z/4 will be denoted by T^ TTT. Taking C^ HgO^ N2 aa the 
fomTila for oollodion, the corresponding i't/kJ is 0o2. 
Til© T for carbon 1ms been. gi"^ en (37) as 60 ev, and tliat 
for hydrogen as lls.»9 e¥, T Taries approximately as Z in 
this region, so that T for oxygen and nitrogen were found 
by interpolation to be 80 ev and 70 ev, respectively, 
Weighing the emrgj loss per atora of soaie general xaoleeul®, 
1^^ ^^  atom and the n\.im-
ber of atoms with that Z In the molecule. Equation 1 becomes 
-i " 
biZ],(liiE-lnTi + ln/|') + /j) "t" * * * 
1^^ 1 2^^ 2 
(7) 
« • * 
0»307 1|) ^  InE - InTgff In 
. f]  (8)  
e^re In s -f -h * * *  ^
l^"^ ! 2^^ 2 -j- * * * 
(9) 
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'<F " "1^ 1+ • (10) 
and E z * (11) 
whey© m Is th© rest laass of the electron, and v Is its 
velocity. For collodion, Teff is 66 0V wViich gives 
Graphical integration of the reciprocal of this versus E 
gives curve C of Pigur® 19 as the range-energy curve for 
collodion. 
In til© case of Poriavar, XWXT is 0*55 and is 
i|.9 @v, giving. 
0*169 (51.1^ 2) + lu78J . (13) 
QrapMoal integration of tlie reciprocal of this gives curve 
D of Figure 19 as tlie range-energj curve for Poriavar* Curve 
€ is applicable to plastic films below 0,085 sig/cia^ , and 
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ciii»¥e D Is applicable to th© plastic films above this, 
The thinner almainim-coated collodion films are as much 
as $0 per cent a lamimaa, deoreas lug in per cent aluminim 
content as the tMckness increases.. Considering this, it 
is seen froiti Figure 19 that the experimental range-energy 
points for the aluminuBi-coated collodion filfas do behave 
as expected, in that they lie closer to curve C the 
higher their proportion of collodion. Since the thicker 
aluminum-oca ted Foriavar films consist of a small proportion 
of aliUTiinifflij, it is not surprising to find that most of 
these points lie close to curve D« Howsver, it is not 
clear whj the range-energsj points of Schonland for aliminum 
should lie further froa curve B than do the alijiainura-coated 
Pomvar films used in Uiis investigation. In fact the 
one aliffiiintara filia (1*5? mg/ca^) measured in the present 
investigation lies very close to Schonland's data# 
As an average, the theoretical electron range in the 
plastic is about two-thirds of that in alurainurn for a 
given energy* 
Waen the target thickness is near the range of the 
incident electrons, these electrons suffer a large amount 
of iTttiltiple scattering. This results in Increasing the 
actual length of the trajectory of a given electron in the 
target to a value appreciably above the thickness of the 
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target. In faot, Slawsky and Crane {38) estimate that all 
existing ©nergj loss nimsurements of electrons of energy 
md©r 9 M©v ar© so affected bj smltipl© scattering that 
thej ar© of little us© in clieckini:? energy-loss theory accu­
rately, Purtherraor©, increasing th© path length increases 
the straggling in energies of tlio electrons. A particle 
woild Imire its maximum range if it penetrated straight 
fhroiigli til© material witlioiit scattering# It seems most 
unlikely that B.nf significant number of electrons would 
follow this straight line path through the film, particu­
larly at energies near out off. Therefor®, probably only 
a very few electrons far out on the tail of the transmission 
curve cotilci actually trairel this straight line path t?.iroiigh 
the f-ilia# 
!l?h©0© arguments raean, then, that the mximuia range, 
Hq, an electron could have in a filiri is greater tfmn Rp, 
The result of integjrating Equation 3» using Bethe's average 
energy-loss formula, Equation 1, is a mean rang© of th© 
electrons in the film. This mean range is less than the 
practical range, Rp, which is obtained by extrapolation of 
th© linear portion of the transmission ourvoa, BecaiAso of 
the large aiaount of scattering suffered by the electrons, 
and becatisa of the consequently large amount of straggling 
in th© energies of the electrons, it is difficult if not 
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impossible to evaluate the mean range from the experimental 
data* However, it is definitelj less than the practical 
rang©, Bp. fhus, th© mean experimental ranges v/aild lie 
to th© left of the oorresponding experimental points in 
Pigiire 19» Scattering has the effect of lengthening the 
actual trajectoriss* The extrapolation process by which Rp 
is obtained quit© possibly eliminates soaie or all of the 
effects of scattering. The net displacement of the experi­
mental points la unknown because of the imcertalnty in the 
amounts of ©ach of these effects. If this net displace­
ment of the experiiaental data were known, theory and experi­
ment could b© compared more directly. Bohr (l|.) has given 
as the most probubl© energy loss for an electron, is 
that individtml energy loss wMoh occurs on the averar;© just 
once in the distance X over which the energy loss is being 
observed*^  For ¥j_, on© has 
Wt « i 5? 
mv^  
(15) 
6a * 
Z h&B to be smll compared with th© total range for 
aomirate use of this enex»gy«loss equation. Using this In 
the integmnd of Equation 3j the integration co :ld. probably 
b« carried out crudely by considering successive layers of 
absorbers tintil all the energy was lost* However, thia 
•was not atteiapted in this inir®stigatlon. 
The calculation of ranges from Equation 3» usinr- Bethe's 
average ©nergy-loss expression was by no moans intended to 
be an «mot evaluation of th© ranges of electrons in the 
films, lot only is ta© physical sitixation very rmch confused 
by straggling and scattering, but also the theory of onorgy 
loss is rather uncertain in the region of energies used in 
these laeasurements, fhis calculation is laad© on reasonable 
grounds and gives ranges within 20-,50 par cent of the 
©xperlmentally observed practical ranges. 
The author has foimd that all of his values of Ep 
fall within 15 per cent of those calculated from the 
relation, 
Ep s 22,2 , (16) 
where Ep is in Kev arid H is in This relation 
should prov0 helpful to other Investigators for estimating 
electron rangeiS in thin filiss. 
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H* Plastic Pilmi 
1. Pomvay fila 
Owen and Cook {17) bsfv© repor-ted a hysteresis effect 
In the transiaission eiirves for thin Z&pon filias. In view 
of this,, two plastic films were also studied in this 
investigation. Both fi3.iiis wre 7/16 inoh in diameter. 
Daring the sieastireaents on aaoh film the pressure in the 
-6 
vaeuaia system, wats maintained at 10 - 20 x 10 mm Hg, 
Th0 first plastic film measured was a 0#3 mg/om^  
Ponwar filte siallar to the one actually used as a coiinter 
window but without the alniainuw. coating# Pi,gure 22 shows 
a typical transmission cui?ve for this film*. Beginning at 
10 Kev with H¥ set at 4-1100 volts, data were taken first 
with increasing energy tip to about l.i.0 Kev, and then with 
decreasing energj to 10 K©v, and so on, repeating the cyol© 
3 tiiaes« 4t a time 6 aonths later# 3 laore such cycles were 
obtained under th© same conditions as before, with th© result 
tlmt the curves were mor© or less the same both tiraes. The 
upper portion of the curve. In particiilar, repeated itself 
very well from cyol© to cycle as well as over the 6 months 
period. On the other hand, the points on the lox-ier portion 
for a given energy would r&vy by as much as ^0-100 per cent 
of thedr valiie from cycle to cycle# As shotsin by the arrows 
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of Plgurd 22, th^  trantsmlssion on th© lower portion was 
very unstable, Increasing in erratic Jimps from the bottom 
of the arrows to the tops of them over a period of a few 
seconds. After reacliing the tops of the arroiais, the trans-
Biission continued to fluotuate rapidly in the form of pulses 
of lncr©as5.ng transmission. However, following ©ach pulse, 
th# tranaiaission alwajs returned to the value represented 
by the top of the arrow# As the energy was increased ftir-
ther along th© lower portion of tte curve the increased 
transraission was accompanied by larger fluctuations in th© 
forra of pulses Just described. Finally in th© region of 
27-33 Kev a point ms reached at whloh the transmission 
Jiuriped to the upper portion of the curve as soon as th© 
film was rotated into the beam, Onee on this portion of 
the curve, the transmission was very stable and the points 
f®ll nicelj on the curve for all hi^er energies. 
As the energy was decreased from the mximura of about 
i|,0 K@r, th© points continued to fall sraoothlj on the upper 
portion of the curve down to about 16-18 Kev« Here an energy 
was reached where as soon as th© f IIib was rotated into th© 
boaia tlio transmission bogan to fall slowly and stoadlly 
iintil it had fallen frcsii about 60-70 per cent to 2-3 P©r 
cent in a period of 5-10 seconds, Rirther reduction in 
energy reduced the transmission very gradually to sero at 
10 K®v» 
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After the first of measuremenfes, the film was 
removed, froa th© vacuwa sj-stem and ©xarained for possible 
changes in appearano©, and a blackened area was observed on 
tba film# lo gtich discolorations have ever been observed 
on any other filias used in this apparatus, fh© spot was 
about l/l^ inch long and 1/8 inch wide located in the center 
of the film,, where the film was exposed to the beam# Sinoe 
the filament of th« ©loctron gian has approxlmatoly these 
dimensions and the saia© orientation of length and width, it 
was thought possible tliat some sort of focusing raight have 
eauaed feh@ spot to be approximtely the imge of the 
filaiaent# tfhen the series of xamBur-mmnts, was repeated 6 
later the filairient was rotated 90 degrees in the hope 
of finding some blackened area also in the rotated position 
if suoh foeuaing were occurring* However, no significant 
slmng© in the appearance of the blackened area was observed. 
Some other filr® laeasiired previously have shown an in­
dentation in the shape of a circular spot of the same diam­
eter as that of the beea, This probablj occurred from 
themal effects of a very intense bsara as a result of the 
©mission of th© 0l©c-fci?on gun being set too hlc;h. In these 
cases, th© indentations were quit© uniform indicating tlmt 
th® beaiti, after passing through th© collisating aperttires, 
was quite uniform in intensity thsroiighoiit its cross section.. 
•« 6? *• 
Hence the shape of ths blaokeaed area is probabl^ r not an 
indication of tlio beam intensity distribution across the 
apertures, 
In offering a possible ©xplanation of the apparent 
memory exhibited by this nonconduoting Poravar film, the 
fact that a blackening did occur is signifioant. If elec­
trical discharges oocurred at the surface of the film it 
is quite possible? that some of the organic compound which 
iiakes up the filitt would be decoraposed into carbon and other 
elements or compounds. The oarbon, of course, woild account 
for the black appearance. In view of the very high value of 
resistivity for Ponavar of greater than $ x 10^  ^ohm-cia at 
50 per cent relative humidity, it is expected that a thin 
film of this in a vacuum may well accumulate considerabl© 
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charge froai a beam of 1^  amperes, A large accumulation 
of oharg© would have associated with it a high potential 
and hence the opportunity of producing electrical discharges 
either into the residual gas in the chamber or across the 
surface of the fila to the metal support. 
On the basis of the above considerations, the anoma­
lous behavior of this film alght b© accounted for by the folloir-
ing explanation. At 10 E©v nearly all the electrons are stopped 
in the filn-i so that the part of the film ©.xposed to the beam 
becomes charged to a high potential. Increasing the energy 
8^ •• 
of the beam above this meT&lj oliarges the film to a higher 
potential, so that nearly all the electrons are prevented 
fro® passing through the fllrti* Finallj a critical potential 
on th@ film is reached where an ©lectrioal discharge takes 
place either over the surface of the filra or into the 
residual ga© around the film,. Froai the nature of breakdown 
potentials it is expected tliat th© critical potential 
would b© a function of pressure, film surface condition, 
secondary emission from th© film, and isroi^lmity of con­
ductors, fhus as the energy is Increased further, more 
and laor# discharges occur, since the higher energy elec­
trons caxiae the critical i)otential to be reached sooner. 
Th® transraiaslon increases in this region because the energy 
of th© feeasi is rising above the inaxiiiium of th© critical 
potential. Finally, an energy is reached such that th© 
rate of absorption of electrons is just enough to balance 
the electrons lost in the diaoharges, so that th© potential 
of the film is laaintained. The next increase of beam energy 
reduces th© rate of absorption of electrons from the beam, 
so that when the next discharg© occurs the absorption is 
no longer able to balance the charge, Th© potential of 
the film drops instantanooiisly, allowing the high energy 
electrons to pass through th© film without opposition from 
any potential on the film. 
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Once tlie film has lost its olmrg© the small absorption 
liiiela occurs at these hi^er energies is easily held to a 
minimiffli: hj tli© secondary emission properties of the film 
together with the ssmll loakag© current through, the'film* 
fhis same statement holds for decreasing energies down to 
about 16-18 lev where the absorbod ourrent becomes high. 
Here a point is reached where the next deoreas© of beaia 
energy increases the absorption current to a value more than 
the seeondarles and leakag® current can handle, causing th© 
fil«i to begin charging up slowly. %© clmrging rate is, 
of course, dependent upon th© beam intensity, t-fhich is 
steady and small compared to th© currents in th© discharging 
pulses, fhis would explain the difforanoe in times required 
for th© two aii,omaloii0 transitions, 
fhe upper portion of the curve follows very closely 
the transfiiission curve of a similar weight conducting film. 
•Also, holding th© film in th© beam, for 30 minutes or more 
on any of the points of th© upper portion of the curve gave 
no significant change in transmission* Both of these facts 
are consistent with the explamtion given above, which, for 
points on tho upper portion of the film, describes the film 
as being in an unclmrged state* 
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2, ThXti oelXodlon flto 
As a contrast ia thiclmess , the transmission etirve of 
a 0,010»0,0l5 lag/cffl^ collodion film without alumlnuxi was 
also raeasur©d» film v&b the same size as the Formvar 
film and its transmission was aeasiired under the saia© 
oonditions, Fig«.i?©s 23 and 2i|. show the results of the 
measurements with El set at zero and-t-llOO -volts, respectively. 
Siriee the collodion behaved practically as a conducting 
filin, the energies plotted include RV in addition to th© 
accelerating tub© voltage. 
¥ith H? set at-1-1100 volts, the incident energy ws 
varied from 1 to 1^0 K@¥, and then from Ij-O ICev back to 1 
Kby again. On th© following daj th® sam© sequeno© was 
r@'|>©ated« B'nlik© th® case of th® thicker Porm'^ar film, 
the transmission curve was the same for both increasing and 
decreasing energies. 5\irthemore, on repeating this ojcl© 
the following day th© results w®r© still the same for both 
increasing and decreasing energies* Appro:^ifflat0ly twice 
as.aiany points ware taken as ar© showi in Figure 21}., and 
the rimxiwum. deviation from the curve was less than Q.7,^ per 
cent of full transiriission. HoweYer for the sake of clarity 
not all the point® could b© slxwn# 
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With B? set at zero, two ooaplet© ojGles of increasiinig 
ene3?gy follosTOd by ddsreasing energy were obtained in the 
sa»© manner' as abof®, The two cycles w©r© practically the 
saaae, so that for clarity only on© cycle is shown in 
Figure 23• 
In making transmlssiOR laeasureinents on collodion films 
of slailar thioknesses, Ferenc© and Stephenson {1;^) reported 
no oharging effects for the films* Hamilton and Gross (39) 
have reported a oharging ©ff©ot on a siiailar collodion 
film when that film was used as beta-raj source-mount, 
fhis meant that the positive charge left on the film by 
the ©scaping beta-rays was not neutralissed, and therefore 
indicated that th© conductivity of the film was negligible* 
However, others Ci|.0,lp.) have used these thin collodion filuis 
as beta-ray source^-aoxirits and have reported no charging 
effects# 
In order to ©xamin© the cimrging effects of this col-
lodion film as a fttnotion of time, the filro. was left in 
the beam for 30 laimtes at an energy w'aich gave 55 per cent 
transmission with RT eqiml to aero, lo change in trans­
mission was observed at any fcira© during this teat, Th© 
sasi© tost was smd® with H? equal to +-1100 volts and a 
transiriiasion of 80 p©r cent, and again no change in trans­
mission i^ ras observed# Purthemor©, during all th© 
. 714- -
maasuremeuts of tranamission curves for th© fllja, the 
stability of tlie traasmission readings was ©xoellent. 
Hence, probably the only potential which builds up on th© 
film is that du© to a voltage-drop produced, by the flow of 
ciarrent tlTTotigh th© high-res is tame of the filia itself 
fro® th© eenter, where the beaia strikes the film to the 
outer edges in oontact with the altisiinum disc, 
low for collodion, the resistivity is about 10^^-10^^ 
ohia-cia, fhis is m&nj orders of magnitude lower than that 
for Foraivar# Assming a l/lf. inoh beaia-spot on the filra, an 
absorbed, omrrent of th© order of lo"^^ amperes could produce 
a voltage drop of several hundred volts in leaking through 
the filui to the outer edge. Hence it is reasonable to 
suppose timt the beam-spot on the film is coiisiderably neg­
ative with respeot to the disc carrying th© filEu With RV 
equal to z&ro, secondary electrons of energy less than 
90 volts are turned back to the filsu However, wlt.h the 
beara-spot on th© fllii becoming possibly several hundred 
volts negative, the secondaries froa the film could then 
escape to b© collected in C, giving rise to an apparent 
transmission of greater than 100 per cent as shown in Figure 
2,3* The slight difference in transmission curves for in­
creasing energy and for decreasing energy is not understood, 
but is possibly caused by a charging effect in the film or 
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hj the secondar:/ electron coefficient of the fllia having 
an energy aoraorj* 
tfith, HV equal to-MlOO volts, most of the secondaries 
from the filia are probably returned to the film since the 
beam-spot on the film probably does not charge up enough 
to cancel th© effects of such a high value of RV. Thus th© 
difference in the curves for RY equal to zero and RT equal 
to-MlOO volts is explained by the same reasoning as was 
used in oormeotion with th© conducting films described 
previouslj» 
Prom the above discussion it would seem tlmt the true 
transmission for th© collodion fl3iu for energies above aboixt 
3-5 Kev is represented by the curve for R? equal to + 1100 
volts. Below tills, an 1? of+-1100 volts cuts off an appre­
ciable portion of the tail of the enerpy distribution of 
the primaries, and an H¥ of zero allows secondaries from 
the filia to ©soap© into C« Thus, the true curve probably 
falls between the one shown for RV equal to zero and the 
one shown for H¥ equal to +1100 volts* The values of Ep 
obtained from theae eiirves were l*i|,5 Tiev for an RY of zero, 
and 1*75 Kev for an R¥ of+1100 volts# The value for an 
If of zero Is plotted on the range-energy curve of Figure 
19, for comparison. Becaiise of the small area used for 
this film, and its very snail thiclmess, the accuracy of 
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w©igM.iig would only allow placing tli© area density between 
0.010 and 0,01^ mg/cm^* As an apppoximate average, the 
•?alu© of 0»012 was taken for plotting the above value 
of Ip in Pigiii»e 19. 
The accuracy of th© rang©--6nei»gj point represented bj 
tills film is somewhat less than that of th© aliiminum-coated 
fllais* Th© low conductivity also introduces soBie error hj 
possibly allowing a small potential to build up on the film# 
However, considering the limits plaoed on the measurement 
of th© area density, th© range-energy point is probably 
fairly reliable. 
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Bf, IPPLICAflO'IS TO BETA-RAY SPECTM 
A« Transmission of Counter Window 
1» fhe window 
In order to applj film traiaamission data to a counter 
window, the conditions during measiirement and those during 
•use J.n the counter amst be equivalent, Toward tliis end, 
the actual window Itself t-ms measured in a geometry dupli­
cating as near as possible that of the counter. The window 
was prepared by the usual glass-plate technique, using 2 
dips of a 2 par cent solution of Pomirar in ethylene ohlo-
rid©. This gair® an area density of about 0,3 mg/cm^» Th© 
film was thon attached to a brass window frame by using 
Krylon as an adh&eiva, so that tiife exposed portion of the 
film lay across the 3/8 inch diameter opening in the frame» 
Following this, th@ window was tested for leaks by subjecting 
it to a pressure differential of 10 cia, the saiae as that 
used in the eoiinter. This pressure differential stretched 
tao f3.1ra out into a bowed poaition, froia wblch it slirank 
but little after th© pressure differential was reiaoved. 
Wiadoi^s showing no leaks were then placed in th© RCA 
evaporator and giir©n a coating of aliaiinm on the counter 
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aid© of the window, fhe coated window used in this investi­
gation gave about $ per oent transmission for whit© light. 
2, fransittisatoii otirve 
With t!ie frame and its window mounted on the disc, 
transmission curves w®r© obtained for RV equal to -h 1100 
Yolts, and If to zero* The results ar© shown as 
Qiirvm CD and (2) of Pi gar© 25. Cnr¥@ (1) is used for 
the counter wiMow transmission ourTe so as to b© sure of 
avoiding secondary electrons from the film as discussed 
earlier* 
In applying the transiaisslon curve to measurements made 
with th® counter, th© geometry of collection of the trans­
mitted beara for the two cases must be taken into acconnt* 
'Sine© th© counter window is condnotlng, this means that it 
becomes, ©leotrioally, part of th© counter wall* Thus an 
electron emerging from th© cotinter side of the window 
iimaediatelj finds Itself in an electric field and capable 
of producing a oount. Hence, electrons emerging from the 
window into th© eounter at all angles up to 90 degrooa from 
the forward direction can produce a count* In other words, 
the coimter effectively subtends a solid angle re5a:'esent©d 
by the ontlr® forward direction, i#©., a hemisphere. In 
CO 70 COUNTER WINDOW 
( I  )  • -  R V  =  +  I I O O V  
( 2 )  + -  R V =  0  
MEASURED IN 
ACCELERATING TUBE 
( 3 )  0 - A S S U M I N G  L I N E A R  F E R M I  
PLOT FOR Pm'^^ 
15 20 25 
E N E R G Y ,  K E V  
Pigw® fr&mmi&Bim mtrwm tm Foiwwi* film m@4 m ^ 
0om|es» Oai»¥© (3) ma assmiisf tim F«ml plot ©f tli® 0»S jfig/mr 
Pa^ 7 BGurm to b© liaeaa?# 
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til© transffiissloft itteasimeraeiits, on the other hand, practical 
physical oonsldemtions renoved from collection those eleo-
ti»ons scattered at angles greater than 70 degrees* From 
this It is expected that the measured transmission Is 
probably slightly l@ss tlmn that seen by the cotinter. 
Heller, ^  al, (16) carried s crae of their transmission 
curves to high ©noiigh energies to reach a level region of 
constant transmission with the result that the curves leveled 
off at 90 p©r cent or less. The largest solid angle used 
by them allowed collection of the scattered beam up to an 
angle of about 20 degrees from th© forward direction. Thus 
it appears that even at energies well above tiie point of 
leveling off an appreciable number of electrons ar© scattered 
at rather large angles#. 
Hcaraining the values of transmission at which the 
curves of Figures ? through 18 level off, it is q-alto prob­
able that the transmission curve of the counter window 
would level off at 97-98 per cent if higher energies were 
available, !Piie fact that the thicker filam studied In this 
investigation level off at lower transmissions than the 
thinner ones is ftirther evidenoo that the reason for 
leveling off at less tlian 100 per cent Is appreciable 
scattering into angles greater than 70 degrees* Such a 
result Is predicted from theoretical considerations simply 
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hj the existence of a larger muiber of scattering centers 
in a thicker target. Horeover, the niaaber scattered into 
angles greater timn 70 degress increases as the energy 
decreases, so that the amount of over-correction will be 
fp?eat@r the lover the incident energy. Corrections to 
couater data are mad© by diTiding the observed counting 
rato by tli© tranauission to obtain the counting rate actually 
incident on tli© window* DiYiditig by a small number thus 
gi¥0s an o¥er«corr@ction;» It is then ©xpeoted tMt appli­
cation of th© iieasured window transmission will result in 
a slight over-correction to data obtained using the counter 
as a detector* 
B* B©ta»Ray Spectrometer and Counter 
1. Spectrometer 
A thin lens beta-ray spectrometer {?4.2,l4.3,l|ii.) was used 
as an instmment in which to apply the window transmission 
curvo Just described* 
Spectroaeters delivering a well-collimated beam of 
b«ta«rays to th© counter ^ j-lndow suffer from low efficiencies 
for, collection of beta-rays from th© source. On the other 
liand, spectrometers of high collection efficiencies 
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inh-erently deliver widely dlver'gent beams because of the 
wide-angle focusing involved. How, a certain mlnimimi col-
l0Ct3.osi ©fficienej is needed in order to use thin sources 
with reasonable ooxmting rates* fhe thin lens spectrometer 
offered the best coraproiaise available* 
In, this instrtsaent the beta-rays ccme to a, focus on 
th© axis in the form of an apex of a cone» The focus for 
a 6 rara diameter sotiros is about 9 roia In diametor. The 
rays cross through the focus at angles between about 7 and 
15 degrees from the axis* In view of the curvature, or 
boM, in th® counter window, many of the beta-rays ar© for­
mally incident on the window, and the rest deviate from this 
by only a few degrees. For the baffle settings used, the 
solid angle of collection was aboiit 0,3 per cent with a 
resolution of about 3»0 P<3r cent. 
This iron-free spectroaeter was calibratad with the 
K-conv©rsion line of the 661 Kev gamma-ray from 
117 Ba . Since the magnitude of the eart'n's magnetic field 
Ms an appreciable ©ffect on th© trajectories of low-energy 
beta-rays in the spaotrometer, correction was made for this. 
The shift In th© K-csonversion li'-ie of the 238 Kev gaiium-ray 
of fhB when the raafpiet current was reversed could be 
measured quite accurately and ms used to evaluate th© 
correction due to the earth*s jTiagnetic field. 
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2, Counter 
fhe counter tfliioh was used preirioiasly in the spectrom­
eter was of the ©nd-wlndow type having a very tino,©rtain 
geometry in regard to the collection efficiency for the 
beta-rays -whioh ar© scattered at appreciable angles on 
passing tiirough the window. This was replaced by a side-
window counter, a drawing of wMch is shown in Pif^ re 26. 
Since the window is conducting, the electric field lines 
terminate there, and on this basis the sens itive volume of 
the counter is extended to the very inside surface of the 
window* Experiments Cl.f.5»l4.6,i|.7) have been conducted to test 
this by passing high energy particles through a similar type 
counter at different distances from the center wire. Th© 
efficiency for producing a oount was found to be constant 
over the entire circular cross section of the counter* 
This means that th© efficiency for producing a count was 
essentially' independent of the distance between the center 
wire and th© point where the ionization from the incoming 
particle was produced, 
low the probability of foming ionization by the in-
coaing particle can easily be calculated for different 
energies and path- lengths in the counter gas • -i^y far th® 
fjpeat Kiajorlty of transmitted beta-rays emerge from the 
• % -
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window at angles such that they penetrate enough counter 
gas to give a probabllltj of greater than 99*8 per cent for 
producing an ion palr» fher© Is a small fraction of th© 
transmitted beam which emerges from the window at angles 
wide enough that the beta-rays strike the curved window 
again after having traveled only about 2-5 b®i distance in 
the counter gas, Beta-rajs scattered at wide angles in 
this oa.^e probably have energies less than 20 Kev, Con-
siderin;; this and th© path lengths involved, efficiency 
calculations show that it is reasonable that the probability 
for producing an ion pair is greater than 95 por cent and 
almost certainly greater than 90 per cent. How, the niunber 
of beta-rays scattered at such \Ad® angles is rather small, 
so that the effective collection efficiency for this counter 
Is quite well defined compared to the ©nd-window counter 
previously used in the spectrometer. 
The window frame carries an 0-Ring type vacuura seal 
allowing windows to be inserted in the co'unter and removed 
from it conveniently. In operation, the coiinter pressure 
consisted of 9 cm of argon and 1 cm of ethylene. The center 
wire was 5 mil tungsten, and the countar itself wais laachlned 
from a solid brass block. 
The counter had a plateau of 150-200 volte with a slop© 
of 5-? por cent per hundred volts, and demonstrated excellent 
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stability OTOp the period of 5 laonths that it was used for 
tMs imrestigation^  
To iristall tlie counter, it is inserted, window first, 
into the hoi© in th@ end-plat© of th© spectrometer until 
tlx© large 0~Hliig and the flange seat evenly on the end-
plate, The window is positioned exactly the same each 
time bj means of the aligning shoulder. 
0* Sotiro©-Mount and So'urce--Discharger 
In the study of low ©nergy beta-ray spectra it is 
necessary to use thin sources in order to minimize the 
energy loss suffered by the b@ta-rays as th©y emerge frora 
different depths within the saarc©* It is also necessary 
to reraove as naioh aass as possible from th© proxiraity of 
the soiirca to reduce scattering* Toward this end, the 
source-mount was designed as shown in Figure 27. . The source 
Itself is deposited on a thin collodion film of about 0,006 
fhla film in turn is secured to a polystyrene ring 
by Krylon. Materials of low atomic number such as poly*^ 
styron© and alitminum ax*© used near the source to reduce 
scattering. 
The brass ttibe w'.iloh carries the source-raount is 
inserted through a vacu);iitt lock into the spectrometer so 
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Figure 27. Sourc©^mouiifc and aouroe-diseMrger used in tbe thin lens beta-
ray spectrometer* Filament was that frcm a volt-»0*3 ampere flashlight bulb* 
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that th.® image of the soiiro.© is looated on the counter 
tfiiido¥» 
When a "beta-raj soiirce is supported on a nonoonduoting 
filia in a TOcmara, th© ©soap© of the negative beta-rays 
oatases the source to become increasi^.igly positive. This 
then subtracts energy from the escaping beta-raya, dis­
torting th® true energy speotnm, fhe positive charge may 
be neutralized by supplying a aloud of thermal electrons 
to the region of the source-. Others (38>lt-8,l-{.9) have used 
this technique with apparent S\IGC©SS. In this Investigation 
th© filament from a 2*5 volt flashlight bulb was used as a 
source of eiaisslon as shown in Figure 27« With about 1,8 
volts applied to this filament, and 90-120 volts applied to 
B, the aluminum proble, a current of th® order of 0,2-0#^ 
fi 
microamperes was collected by the probe. This is some 10° 
or so times the raaxiMim activity used here, which was about 
•3 mlcrocuries• Thus it ms felt that the source could not 
charge up by more than a few volts at most. Voltage ms 
applied to the probe for a few seconds at a time at inter­
vals of approxiismtely one-laalf hour to check the emission 
from the filaiwnt# Mo drifts in th© spectra were ever 
observed that w&re due to source charging. %?hil© th© col­
lodion filia. may have been sufficiently conducting to 
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pm'wemt olmt*glng, th© fllaaent-typ© source-discharger ms 
u&md to r©iao¥® any possibility of source-charging* 
I)» Sottroes and fheir Preparation 
1. Pj^ W 
fh© radioaoti¥© decay sohem© of Ms been saown 
hj several iBvestigators Cl8,lj.0,50»5l) to be a single beta-
raj group hairing an allowed shape* This isotope was obtained 
from Oak Hidge as th® chloride in aoid solution having a 
very high specific activitj# Sino© various attempts at a 
thin chemical deposit of the always gave a relatively 
.thick and nonuniform source, the process of distillation of 
the in vaeuu® was tried# Figure 28 sho\«! th© 
arrangement of filament, film, supports, 6tc«, inside the 
vacuum system used for this ©xpariment# 
Th© filament was fomed from 1 mil tantalum sheet into 
a trough-shaped strip about 1/2 inch long. This was then 
spot-welded to heavy nickel leads* Th® acid solution of 
Pa^^'^Cl^ was deposited in the trough-shaped filament in 5 
microliter drops, and then dried at room temperature* Pol-
lowing this a tain collodion film of about 0*006 
supported on an aluaiinum ring was placed over the hoi© in 
<*» m' 
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the raask at a distano© of about 0,3 incli from the filament* 
¥h©n a presstir© of less than O^l lalcron was reached insid© 
the vaouwtt ehajabep, current was passed throuigh the filament 
imtil it glowed red. Proa this point the temperature of th© 
filament was raised in quick flashes to orange or yellow and 
back down to r©d again. Usually flashes removed most 
of the activity from th© filament. Occasionally a collodion 
film would break, but using a very thin filament usually 
rediieecl the radiated heat to th© point wiiere film-niptur® 
was unusual, 
fhe above teohniqu© gave two very satisfactory sourcesj 
one that caiId easily be seen on the film, and a very thin 
on© that could only be seen by th® slight variation in 
reflectivity in the proper light. Survey meter measurements 
indicate that about 20 per cent of the distilled activity 
arrived on the filia, and the remainder accmulated on th© 
mask,* In re-iaomt3.ng the films on the polystyrene rings, 
with Krylon, stresses and wrinkles produced by the hoat 
from th© filament were usually relieved, giving a smooth 
unstressed film, 
Autoradi©graphs of these sources showed complete 
uniformity across th@ 5-6 im diameter of th© so-iirce deposit. 
Microscope surveys showed very minute particle size for the 
thicker source, and no particlos of any size were observed 
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for tli€> tl'limier source* On tli© assi-imption that all the mass, 
actlv© and Inaotiv© alike, distilled frora the filament in 
proportion to the active mass, data from Oak Ridge for this 
shipaient indicate area densities of 0,0002 mg/ora^ and 0,001 
mg/cm^ for the thinner and thicker sources respectively, 
A thick soiirc© of was ismd© using aiimoniim hydrox­
ide to precipitate the Pni^ 'i^  as the hydroxide, Autoradio-
graphs indicated raaximuro. variations of area density of 
about 2:1, with th© haaTiest concentration in a ring around 
the o^itside of the circle. This had an average area 
density of 0,020-0,0l|.0 rafs/cM^ , 
These soTorcas are listed in Table III together with 
soia© of their properties, 
2, 0^ 4 
The beta-ray spectrmi of has bean sxamined by 
several investigators {5'l»52,,^3j34.ji55>#56) with somewhat 
differing results# decays by a single beta-ray group 
with an ©nd point of 1$$ Kev, Its beta-ray spectruiti was 
exardned in this investigation in an attempt to determine 
th© true shape of its beta-ray spectrum. However, because 
of the long half-life of C^, the inherent specific activity 
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Table III 
DesoFiption of Sources and T1i©1p Permi Plots 
Source®' 
Properties 
B • " •• d '  • "  B E 
Ave. soure® 
thic'cness, 
jxg/aia? 
0.2 1 20-l|.0 30-50 150*250 
Actual 
thlcicneas, 
p.g/Qsr 
0,2 1 I4.O-8O 1,500^  7,500^ 
Uneorreeted 
Fer:r.i plot 
linearity®, 
lev 
35 35 70 l|.0 80 
Corrected 
Fermi plot 
linearity®, 
Kew 
45 li-5 70 ko 80 
Standard 
deviation 
for a®, 
per cent 
1.5 1.5 0,6 2.0 1.5 
land-point 
energy. Km 
228 
± 1»5 
227 
^1.5 
226,5 
±1.5 
155 
±1.5 
155 
±1.5 
Source preparatiiDMs A, vacmim-distilled Pmj4|:^Cl^j 
Bi mctium-dlstllied C, precipitated Pm^'COHfoJ 
D, slurry of OaG-^Ojj E, slurry of CaC^O^, 
%as®d on microscope measurements of particlc size, 
®?alues ar© lowest energies of linear portions of the 
moorreoted Feral plots* 
"•Values are lowest energies of linear portions of Permi 
plots corrected with ourire {1} of Pigur© 2$, 
% equals the total no, of counts observed per point. 
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of sottroes Is ¥61*7 low. This means that thick souroes are 
peqiiired for reasonable statistics. 
After trying mMnj teoliniques for depositing a thin uni-
torra layer of aourcs© material, the slurry was cliosen as the 
best oompromis## BaC^^O^ from Oak Ridge was converted, to a 
CaG^ O^  Mhioh. has sijailar iDi'opertles but is only half as 
dens©. The CaC^ O^  precipitate was subjected to th© beam 
of a 1 megacycle iiltrasonic vibrator in mich th© saiae manner 
as that described by Peldman and {,l52}, A drop of th© 
resulting sliirry was then placed on a thin collodion film, 
A small drop of a very dilute detergent solution was added 
to til© drop of slurry. On drying, the original perimeter 
of the drop was naintalned 'until the very thin film of water 
which rei«ain©d, then dried quickly and ©venly* The laass 
which the detergent added to the source was negligible 
compared to the CaC^ Oj itself* 
AtitoradioOTapte of this kind of source showed that th© 
distribution of the GaC^ O^  particles was quite uniform over 
2 
a circular area of about 0,2 cm • Outside this was a narrow 
atinu3.us devoid of mass, Outsid© this, in turn, was a thin 
ring of mass which showed no activity on th© autoradiographs 
but which was clearly visible under the microscope. Prom 
this it was concluded that th© outer ring of mass was deter­
gent only. On the basis of the data supplied by Oak Sidg© 
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foj? this isotope J and the counting rat© observed, the two 
sources, I) and S, used in this investigation had average 
area densities of 0,030-0,03'0 mg/om^  and 0,l50»0#250 lag/cm^  
respectivelyas shown in fable III, However, laeasureraents 
of particle size with a calibrated raicroscope indicate an 
average particle si^© for each of about 5 microns and 25 
microns respectively, which in turn moans ©ffectlve sowc© 
thicknesses of about 1#3' mg/cia^ and ?•$ mg/cm^ respectively* 
The latter method of measuring source thickness is considered 
more reliabl® the sourc© is mad© up of widely separated 
discrct© particles« 
Rosulta of Bsta-Hay Spectra 
1» 
iSmploying the counter and soiirce-mount described above, 
the moreentuiB. spectra of sources A, B, and C were obtained 
in the thin lens b©ta-raj ispeotrometer 4 The data in the 
moBientma spectra were converted in the usual mmm&T (57) to 
Femii plots as shown in Pifjure 29, where ctirves A, B, and G 
are Penai plots of sources A, B, and C, Here I is the number 
of counts per unit racroentum interval, and f is the product 
of the square of th© lacaaentum and P, the probability of the 
f6 
t. 
W, mc' 
Plgjii*® 29 m pi©ts of PaW. Crosses show 
applieafcioa of mIMow transmission ©w?® (1) ©f Figur© 
See fable III for .i©sci'i*iptlon ©f F®ml plots i. 
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©mission of a beta r^ay of given meTgjm W is the total 
©nergy, rest mass plus kinetic ©ii®rgy, of the beta-ray in 
? 
units of ttis rest aass of the ©l©oti»on, lac . For ©as© of 
comparison, all three Permi plots are sho>m together, dis­
placed vertically apart by two of the larger units on the 
vertical axis# Tiie best straight line was drawn through 
the linear portion of each plot and extended to the energy-
axis to give the ©nd-poi.nt ©nergy, Th© end-point energies 
are shown in fable III and are in good agreement with other 
reported values which range from 223 Kev to 229 Kev (l8,l|.0, 
50,51), 
A sufficient number of counts tfere taken at each point 
to give the statistics shovxn in ^ abl© III« On curves A and 
B, this means a standard deviation for CM/f)^/^ of lA of a 
smaller division over the entire plot# On ourve C, the 
standard deviation for {l/f)^/^ is about half that, or l/8 
of a smaller division# The linear portions of the uncor­
rected plots are given in fable III, 
Prom the family of the 3 plots the effect of source 
thickness amy b© seen# Curve C shows a significant rise 
above th.© straight line for the uncorrected plot indicating 
that isouroe thickness is scattering into the acceptance 
angle of the spectrometer an appreciable number of electrons 
which have suffered energy loss in the tbdckness of the 
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source. Curve A offers the best data from the point of view 
of a thin soiire©. However, when the transmission curve for 
the oounter window as measured in the accelerating tube is 
applied to the uncorrected data of curve A, a slight over­
correction results, as is shown in Figure 29# If the true 
Ferittl plot is assumed to be linear to energies l^s than 1$ 
Kev, then by working backwards a transxaission curve for the 
window may b© oalctxlated. This was done for curve A, and 
the resulting transiaisston curve for th© window is sao'wn for 
coiapariaon as curve (3) in Figure 2$, Curve (3) was then 
in turn applied to the Ferrai plot of B« The results were 
that this gave a linear plot down to 30 K®v, below which it 
rose above the strai|:5lit line* This correction was omitted 
from Figure 29 for clarity* The differences between curves 
{1} and (3) will be discussed in detail in a later section* 
24 
The beta-ray spectra of the two sources were obtained 
in the thin lens spectrometer in the same manner as those 
for Th© data wore converted to Fermi plots and shown 
in vertically-displaced positions in Figure 30* Table III 
lists some of th© properties of the sources and their Periai 
plotsi Th« end-point energy is 1^5 Kov for each, and is in 
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•4 
W, mc 
30«. Femi plots of Crosses show applica­
tion of Mindow tmnaaission curv& (!) of Fi^ ar® 2^ 1 open 
eireles, tlmt of emrw®- C3} of Figia^ s- 25« Se® falsi© III fop 
d@sorlpMoa of F©3Bai plots. 
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very good agreement with reported values C51|52,^3,5S^) of 
134. "bo 1^6 E©t» The statistics were approximately the same 
smaller divisions, 
Tlie shape of the Perftil plot above i|,0 Kev is linear for 
chiefly to establish that for this spectrometer the effect 
of soiirea fchiclcness is to aaiise a rise in the Pemi plot 
ahov© the straight line, Prcwi Figure 30, the uncorrected 
curve of D possibly rises slightly above the straight line. 
Application of oiirv© (3) of B'igure 25 to th© uncorrected 
data of the thinner source, D, produces a definite rise 
above the straight line at l|.0 Kevj, while the application of 
curve (1) gives a considerable rise above the straight line 
there, Thus the trxi© spectruia for th© thinner source 
is still being distorted by source thickness. In view of 
tills, little can be said with assurance about the shape of 
th® Perrai plot in this region, It is expected that a thinner 
sou-^c*.© would cause the Pemi plot to be linear to lower 
©Jiergies. However, it does not ^oera likely that th© 
lowering wuld be sufficient to cause the true Perral plot 
to fall considerably below the straight line as repoi'ted in 
two other Investigations ($1,^ 6)* 
as those for sources A and B, i*e the standard 
deviation each point Is l/l|. of one of the 
the thinner source, The thicker source was examined 
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Actually anothar speotrm wmn mm on a source similar 
to D bmt u&B not shown here bee&me of duplication. The 
Fer»ii plot was identical with that of D» Thus, above 14.0 
K0¥ th© Ferrai plot is definitely linear witb. no evidence of 
eiirvatiir© such as that reported by Goolc, Langer, and Price 
C5i|.) and bj Warstmw ($$), 
F» Analysis of Counter Window Correction 
The application of curve (1) of Figure 25 to the Permi 
plot of source A gave an over-correction, so that the cor­
rected points rose above th© straight line determined by 
the high-energy portion of the plot# In the discussion of 
the counter which was employed in the spectrometer, it was 
shown that even thos© oleotrom which ©Biorged froBi the 
window into the counter at angles near 90 degrees from the 
forward direction still had high efficiencies for producing 
a count, fhe solid angle subtended by the Faraday collector, 
shotm in Figure 1, is such that those electrons ©merging 
from the film at angles greater than 70 degrees from the 
forward direction are not collected. If a significant 
number of electrons ©merged at angles greater tlmn 70 
degrees, the application to a Ferai plot of th© transraission 
ciirve as aeasured with the Paraday collector would indeed 
give an over-correction. 
• 3,02 • 
In order to obtain an estimt© of th© nmaber of 
6l©oti»ons whieh might b© soattered into these wide 
angles, a oaleulation of raiiltipl© scattering was raade, 
Beth© and AsMcin (^ 8) giv@ as the mean square angle of 
p 
scattering in {radians). 
2 
\ Xn—V (17) 
'^ ifn 
where . l^77TtZ(Z 
^ (pv)2 (18) 
2^ . ZTT^ i^ . (19) 
ain " b,v 
•i 
HoTO, H is the ntiaber of atrais per mr in the film, t is 
the thickness of the film, e is the charge on the electron, 
?, is th© atoaio mutiber of the film matarial, h is Planck's 
constant, p Is the Biomentum of the incident electron, and 
IT is its velocity, fh© laean square angle of scattering 
was ©TOluated at two energies, 20 Kev and l|.0 Kov, on the 
asstiBiption that the 0«3 mg/oa aluminua-ooated Pormvar film 
used as the counter window was pure alumlnmtu The resulting 
•values of "5^  were 0*98 and 0,21 for energies of 20 Kev 
and l|.0 IC©T, rospootivelj. 
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A similar calculation for Pormvar, In addition to the 
above calculation for aluiftimia would give extreme values of 
'B'fi •afiicli should braoket the actual value for the aluainum-
ooated Pomvar window# Assiaaing Pormvar to have the com­
pos itioja appropriate weighting of the effects of 
the various ©lement® in Poriavar rsodifies the above foraiula 
for th© mean square angle of scattering, so that 
- 1 ^ 
min 
(20) 
<^ 2 ; 
min |2V (22) 
2[Hi%i(Zi+l)lnzJ 
(23) 
The subscript "i** rafera to the various elements which 
raake up the ooBipoundi On applying this to Forravar, the 
values of w©r© 0*l|.0 and 0.082 for energies of 20 Kev 
10l|. . 
and l|.0 Kev, respectively* Chang, Cook and Priiaakoff (llf.) 
giw0 an approximate angular distribution of electrons 
scattered by a This distribution was used hj them 
with considerable success to caloulate the elastic laultipl© 
scattering in their counter windows, These authors give 
P( <9 )d ^ r o( ^  sin 9 d & e" {21}.} 
as the dlstrilmtion of the el©otro,ns as a function of 9 , 
the angle of ea^rgeaa© with respect to the forward direction, 
fhe parameter, o( , is determined hj way of the mean aquar© 
angle of scattering. 
r / z , (25) 
'^ o 
!•©», Z , (26) 
It is now only necessary to integrate the angular distribu­
tion of the electrons, Pf (9 )d^ , from 0 to ^ 
max 
in order to obtain the fractional part of the electrons which 
ar© scattered within the limiting angles of measiireraent. 
Designating as the transjuitted fraction scattered within 
an angle of 
- 10  ^ -
itmx 
f, 0 P{<^  )d ^  (27) 0 
(28) 
lllien the values of ^  '"2' fop altiminiaa and Pormvai* are 
substituted into the ®xpi»ession for , the integral for 
TQ can be eiraluat©d for a of 70 degrees and 90 degrees, 
f@ ms sTOluated for alitralmtm and for Poravar at 20 Kev and 
!|.G Kbv, fh® araoimt of over-correct ion on the Permi plots 
wMali would be estimated from raultlpl© soattering Is given 
hj til© ratio of evaluated at 90 degrees to fhat evaluated 
at 70 degrees# At 20 Kev, tMs estimated over-correction 
was found to be 11 per cent for aliaalnusi and 3»7 per cent 
for Po»var« Prom Figure 25 it is seen that the difference 
between curves (1) and (2) at 20 Kev is approximately $ per 
oent. Since the actual window is a composite of roughly 20 
per cent aluaimia and 00 per cent Pontivar, it loay be said 
that the theory gives a reasonable prediction of the dif-
fereno© between ourvea (1) and (3) at 20 Kev, At IfO ICev 
tlie theory gave a negligible difference between curves (1) 
and C3) for Formvar and approxiitately 1 per cent difference 
for altuiinuffi, 5*he aeasured difference at liO Kev from 
Pif.pire 2^  Is about 3 cent. 
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In determining liow applicable tMs theory is to the 
problem at liaad, at least two factors must be considered. 
First of aU* in the derivation of the expression for 
'^ •'2, the value of was cliosen bj Be the and Ashkin as a 
reasonable oae, This choice was, nevertheless, somewhat 
arbitrary, yet it gives a reasonable theory* Wiile 2 
snters the expression for T as it enters into 
the exponent thus laaking the value of rather sensitive 
to tlie value of '^''"2' and. hence sensitive to the ohoioe of 
the value of 
®i© form of P {) given by Chang, Cook and Priraakoff 
is admittedly a rough approximation, yet one which can be 
used conveniently by the experimenter# 
Considering these limitations on the accuracy of the 
theory, the fact that theory gives estirnates of the scat­
tering at angles ovei" 70 degrees whieh are in the same 
region as the differences between curves (1) and (3) shows 
that scattering into wide angles aay well accaint for the 
over-oorreetion which ourv© (1) gives to the Fermi plots. 
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f, SIWARY AID CONCLTJSIOHS 
The transmission of electrons tbjrosigh thin films as a 
ftinetion of energy was measured iiaing taemal electrons 
which were accelerated across a known potential and detected 
bj a Faradaj eolleotor after tlielr passage tinrough a film. 
The extrapolation of the linear portion of th© transmission 
curves, to zero transmission gave practical values of energy, 
I^, for til® films which were shown to correspond to prac­
tical ranges of electrons in fil:iis, Q-ood agreement was 
found with th© ranges of Schonland, whose thinnest film 
was'0*25 lag/em^ in area density# The present author has 
memured ranges of electrons in films with area density as 
low as 0*023 mg/om^, considerably lower than preTiously 
reported data* 
Til© tliaoretical mean rangers as calculated from Bethe's 
averag© energy-loss fomula showed reasonably good agreement 
with th© practical ranges determined experiraentally. Since 
most of th© filros meastired In this investigation were com­
posite filas of altOTin-uia and plastic in uncertain proportions, 
range calculations were made for the two separate cases of 
aliamimaro and plastic* The experimental data were fairly 
well "bracketed by these extreme cases. In principle, the 
mean ranges calculated from theory are probably different 
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from til© experimental ranges defined by extrapolation, 
l©¥er the less, for energies less than l|,0 lev, application 
of Bethe's ©nerej-loss theory to ttiis kind of experiment 
givos naioh better predictions of experlraental ranges than 
does the ©mpirioal range-energj relation of Katz and 
P®nfold» Pu^ rthermore, the theoretical rango'-onergy curve 
Ms the'Same direction of curvature as does a curve drawn 
through the ©xperiraental points, t-srher®as the relation of 
Katz and Penfold has the opposite ourirature. 
The present author has found that all of his values 
of Bp fall within 15 P®r cent of those calculated from the 
relation, Sp Z 22*2 1^ *^ , where Bp is in Kev and R is in 
lag/cBi^ * This relation holds between 1»5 Kev and 2^  Kev# 
!Phe transmission ©xperimont© on nlastic films which 
were not coated with aluminma Indicated that the 0,012 
mg/cra^  collodion film was essentially a conductor under 
the conditions of the ascperiment, while the hysteresis 
effect observed in the 0*3 rag/cm^  Foriavar film showed that 
it was a nonconductor* 
One of the alumintua-coatod Pormvar films for which the 
transralssion curve had been measured was employed as the 
window of th© counter i:o th© beta-ray spectrometer, v'h-en 
the transmission curve for th© windoi^  was applied to the 
beta-ray spectrum of a 0*0002 mg/cm^  source, an 
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over-correction resulted. Multiple scattering calculations 
estimate that some of tliis over'-oorreotion may well be 
accounted for by th© faot that the counter and Faraday 
collector stabtend different solid angles of collection. 
The Peral plot of ms found to be linear for 
energies above l{.0 Kev, Since the thin/nest source had 
2 
an effective thickness of l.p mg/om , little can be said 
from this investigation about th© true shape of the 
Fermi plot below l|.0 Kev« 
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